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SPIRITS OF AFRICA
N CAESAR • T QUILENS • J NEVILLE • K SIMPSON • S POLINSKI 

[CHOPSLEY MUSIC USA, MANA MUSIC / WARNER CHAPPELL, CONTROL, CONTROL]
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON, N CAESAR, T QUILENS

Mothers of Africa traded without a care
Fathers of Africa spirits are lying there
Children of Africa listen to the air
Spirits of Africa calling you from Congo Square

They were given freedom on a Sunday 
Taught their children language now forgotten
Lullabies and prayers now forgotten 
Faith so strong it could not be broken
They gave to a world that had taken 
Everything and left them forsaken

We’ve been living this situation too long 
There ain’t nothing you got to go alone 
See the spirits in the air 
Listen when they call 
’Cos they calling you out there

I hear them from my southern homeland 
My fathers heard them in the northern regions 
Out of suffering these people have given 
Songs of strength songs of the spirit 
The pulse of life is music and rhythm 
Listen 

Spirits of Africa listen to the air
Spirits of Africa calling you out there
Rhythm of Africa hear it everywhere
Spirits of Africa are calling you from Congo Square

See the spirits in the air 
Listen when they call 
’Cos they’re calling you out there

Everything but their voice and hands 
Everything but their voice and hands 
That’s all 

PAPA LEGBA
A PERIERA • K SIMPSON 

[CONTROL, MANA MUSIC / WARNER CHAPPELL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON, R PERIERA

Papa Legba
Please open the gate
Send me some sense of the world
Guide me in my sleep
To the rhythms that beat inside me 
May my breath sing for the Lwa
Please open the gate Papa Legba 

I wait for you here in my southern homeland 
May the sun give me strength
May my breathe sing for the Lwa 
Please open the gate Papa Legba 
Ayi bobo

Ai bobo
Papa Legba
Si te ple ouvri pot-la
Fe’m we’pi kle nan limanite
Kondwi’m le’ m’domi
Avek ritm ki bat andedan’m
Me souf-mwen chante pou Lwa
Ouvri pot la si te ple

Papa Legba ouvres la porte s’il te plait
Et explique moi le pourquoi de ce monde
Guides moi dans mes rêves
Au son des rythmes qui battent en moi
Pour que mon souffle chante pour le Lwa
Ouvre la porte s’il te plait Papa Legba

Je t’attends dans mon pays aux antipodes
Puisse le soleil me donner des forces
Puisse mon souffle chanter pour le Lwa
Ouvre la porte s’il te plait Papa Legba

ISLAND OF SALVATION
N CAESAR • T QUILENS • J NEVILLE • K SIMPSON • S POLINSKI 

[CHOPSLEY MUSIC USA, MANA MUSIC / WARNER CHAPPELL, CONTROL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON, N CAESAR, T QUILENS

When you gonna stop this madness
When you gonna stop this sadness
How you gonna stop their tears when they fall 

What we need is an Island of Salvation
Some kind of refuge from the storm
Mix all the colours and the nations
A place that we can call home

Manbo place a burning candle at the crossroads
Where rivers of blood run through the streets
Rivers of desperation 
Oungan help those rivers run clean

Quand arreterez vous cette folie
Quand arreterez vous cette tristesse
Comment arreterez vous les sanglots

Il nous faut une Óle du salut
Une sorte de refuge pour l’orage 
Mélanger toutes les couleurs et les

nations
Un endroit qui sera enfin un home pour

chacun

Manbo allume une chandelle aux
croisements

Ou des rivières de sangs coulent dans 
les rues

Rivières de désespoir
Hougan aidera à nettoyer ces rivières
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SEVEN SISTERS
K SIMPSON • C WILSON

[MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL, MUSHROOM MUSIC]
PRODUCED BY C WILSON, K SIMPSON

Whatever possessed me I don’t know 
Somebody put a li’l Ju Ju on the foot of my door
I went up on Desire little ways from Piety
Boats were floating ’bove my head
I swear I weren’t asleep
Seven little mamans smoking cigars
I begun to wonderin’ what I come here for
Somebody’s goofer dust causing me to ill
Much more of this I be in the real Elysian Fields
They put a freeze on me I gotta take it off
I gotta uncross this double cross

Burn a seven day candle take this mojo hand
Wait for a week everythin’ go to plan
Make a Pakèt Kongo add a li’l black cat powder
Fingernails and hair – make a li’l chowder
Write the name in dragon’s blood
Sprinkle with four thieves vinegar
Tie it up North East West and South
Bury it in salt when a dark moon is out

I was thinking a hurricane might ease my 
aggravation

I went up by the Manbo at the Island of
Salvation

Some say they three times solid make rain
outta nowhere

Some say you can hear ’em singing in the 
St Louis number one air

Some say their knowledge be old as Africa 
Some say they got it from the original Dr John
Some say their bones sure enough be a daisy
No one alive can recall what their names is
I don’t know if I need me some assistance
I get a li’l visit from the seven sisters

Got me a li’l gris gris 
Got me some St Jude oil Lagniappe
I got Seven African powers watchin’ my back

LASIRÈN 
A PERIERA • K SIMPSON • P MATHER • S POLINSKI 

[CONTROL, MANA MUSIC – WARNER CHAPPELL, CONTROL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON

Where were you? All goes back
You were there To the sea 
In an ocean’s embrace All goes back
Where legs are fins, where skin is scale 

To the sea
Oh ancient heart and tongue of all worldly 

sorrows Lasirèn is calling
She knows a secret My ears are not open 
I know a secret… oh heart and tongue of all 

worldly sorrows Lasirèn is calling 
Do you love her? My ears are not open
Like she loves you The ancestors are calling 

My ears are not open

Where were you? You were there All goes back
Where were you? To the sea
You were there Lasirèn is calling…

calling me back to the sea

Before the worlds began Life is calling
When all the morning stars sang as one

Life is calling
And every son’s heart thrilled out in answer 

The ancestors are calling 
I see horizons in your eyes My ears are not open
As you travel the face of this old world 

My ears are not open
Under stars without number 

All goes back to the sea
Lasirèn is calling me back

Where were you? 
Lasirèn is calling me back to the sea 

You were there 
Lasirèn is calling me back to the sea 

Where were you? Lasirèn is calling me
You were there Back to the sea 
Where were you? All goes back 
You were there To the sea, to the sea

Sik ak sel
you tounen nan lanme
Lasirèn rele
Me zorey mwen pa ouvri
Anset-yo 
Lavi-a rele
Lavi ap fe-m koute
Tout ap tounen nan lanme
Lasirèn rele-m pou-m tounen nan lanme

Where were you? 
Lasirèn is calling me back to the sea 

You were there 
Lasirèn is calling me back to the sea 

Where were you? 
Lasirèn is calling me back to the sea 

You were there 
Lasirèn is calling me back to the sea 

Où etais tu Tout retourne 
Tu étais là A la mer
Quand l’océan t’èntreint Tout retourne
Quant les membres sont nageoires et la

peau est d’ecailles A la mer
Oh coeur ancien et langues de tous les

regrets La Sirène appelle
Elle connait un secret 

Mes oreilles sont closes
Elle connait un secret Oh coeur ancien

et langues de tous les regrets
La Sirène appelle

L’aimes tu Mes oreilles sont closes
Comme elle t’aime, comme elle t’aime 

Les ancêtres appellent
Mes oreilles sont closes

Où étais tu Tu étais là Tout retourne
Où étais tu A la mer
Tu étais là La Sirène appelle…

Me rappelle à la mer

Avant que le monde commence
La vie appelle

Quand toutes les étoiles du matin
chantaient d’une seule voix 
La vie appelle

Et quand les hommes répondaient d’un
seul coeur Les ancêtres appellent

Je vois des horizons dans tes yeux
Mes oreilles sont closes

Quand tu voyages cette ancienne terre
Mes oreilles sont closes

Sous les etoiles sans nombre 
Tout retourne à la mer
La Sirène me rapelle

Où étais tu La Sirène me rapelle à la mer
Tu étais là La Sirène me rapelle à la mer
Où étais tu La Sirène me rapelle 
Tu étais là A la mer
Où étais tu Tout retourne 
Tu étais là A la mer
A la mer

AGWE
A PERIERA • K SIMPSON • D BRIDIE • S POLINSKI 

[CONTROL, MANA MUSIC –WARNER CHAPPELL, MUSHROOM MUSIC, CONTROL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, D BRIDIE, R PERIERA

Agwe…
Immamou…

I travel please flow with me 
like the waves fall on the sand 
and you will teach me until I learn 
and you will guide me 
and you will guide me 
All my ancestors sailed the sea
So must I please sail with me 
Immamou…

My beginnings and my ends 
My life stories they flow like the tide 
All my ancestors sailed the sea
So must I please sail with me 
Immamou…

Agwe…
Immamou…
Mwen voyage
Flow ave’m, si te ple
tankou vag-yo ki tombe sou sab-la
w’ap ensenye-m jouk m’aprann
e w’ap kondwi-m
e w’ap kondwi-m

Tout anset mwen te voyage nan lanme
Mwen-meme tou, mwen-meme tou
kote-m komanse, kote-m fini
kont vi mwen yo bougi
tankou vag yo
Tout ancet mwen te navige nan lanme
mwen-meme tou, mwen-meme tou
Flow ave-m si ti ple

Je voyage 
Tu m’enseigneras comme on apprend 

aux vagues
En me battant sur le sable du rivage

jusqu’çe que je comprenne
Maître de la mer, tu me guideras
De leur naissance à leur fin

Les histoires de ma vie
Comme des marées reviennent sans fin
Tous mes ancêtres ont pris la mer
Et je dois faire de même, je le dois 
Alors, s’il te plait, suis moi
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ERZULIE
A PERIERA • K SIMPSON

[CONTROL, MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON, R PERIERA

Erzulie 
Erzulie Freda Dahomey 
My feet are in the mirror
I am becoming a woman Erzulie Freda
Walk with me please, Erzulie, walk with me
So I may know my heart
Erzulie, Erzulie, I am growing
Erzulie Freda, my heart is in the mirror
Walk with me please, walk with me Erzulie
So my feet may have heart

Erzulie
Erzulie pye-m se nan glas-la
Mwen vin tounen yon fanm Erzulie Freda
Mache ave’m si te ple, Erzulie, mache ave’m
Fe’m konnen ke’m, ke’fanm
Erzulie, Erzulie, m’ap grandi, m vin tounen yon fanm
Erzulie Freda, ke’m se nan glas-la
Mache ave’m, si te ple, mache ave’m
Pou bay py-m ke
M grandi, m vin tounen yon fanm
Ke’m nan glas-la
Pou bay py-m kourag 

Erzulie, Erzulie, mon corps part dans l’au-delà
Je deviens une femme Erzulie Freda
S’il te plait, marche avec moi Erzuli, marche avec moi
Pour que j’apprenne à connaître mon coeur
Erzulie Erzuli, je grandis
Erzulie Freda, mon coeur part dans l’au-delà
S’il te plait, marche avec moi Erzuli, marche avec moi
Pour que mon coeur puisse rejoindre 

mon corps

EZILI 
S POLINKSI • K SIMPSON • A PERIERA 

[CONTROL, MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON

ALL THE WAY
N CAESAR • T QUILENS • K SIMPSON • S POLINSKI 

[CHOPSLEY MUSIC USA, MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL, CONTROL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON, N CAESAR, T QUILENS 

People dying in the street fighting for food to eat
Life dragged from their hands
I’m a stranger in the strangest land
I go all around poverty is striking them down
Where is the God that can stop what I’m seeing now
There’s spirit down in my land there’s spirit down in New Orleans 
But the chains are weighing heavy on the people of Haiti…we go

All the way, all the way, all the way 
All the way, all the way, all the way 
We’ll keep on marching ’til it’s over 
All the way 

No clothes on their back no shoes on their feet
No hope in their heart dark souls hanging in the midnight breeze
You can’t forget the homeless you can’t forget the children
The nights on the corner the struggles still waiting
They’re crying out in my land they’re crying out in New Orleans
They’re crying everywhere in this world but as the world turns…we go

Des gens meurent dans la rue se battant pour manger
Leur vie s’écoulant de leur corps émacié 
Je suis une étrangère dans ce pays des plus étrange
Partout où je vais la pauvreté est loi
Où est le dieu qui arr’tera ce que je vois
Il y a des âmes courageuses dans mon pays, il y a des âmes

courageuses à la Nouvelle Orléans 
Mais les chaines du peuple Haitien sont si lourdes à trainer

Jusqu’au bout, jusqu’au bout, jusqu’au bout
Jusqu’au bout, jusqu’au bout, jusqu’au bout
Nous continuerons jusqu’à la fin
Jusqu’au bout

Sans vêtement sur leur dos, sans chaussure à leurs pieds
Sans espoir dans leur coeur, 
Seulement des‚ mes brisés trainant dans la brise du soir
Comment oublier les sans abris, comment oublier les enfants
Les luttes qui vous guettent au coin des rues la nuit
Ils pleurent dans mon pays, ils pleurent à la Nouvelle Orléans
Ils pleurent partout dans ce monde
Mais la terre continue de tourner

SIMBI
O OLSEN • K SIMPSON

[POLYGRAM MUSIC PUBLISHING, MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL] 
PRODUCED BY O OLSEN, K SIMPSON

SIMBI DLO
O OLSEN • S POLINSKI • K SIMPSON • G SKINNER • S RIGNEY

[POLYGRAM MUSIC PUBLISHING, CONTROL, MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL, CONTROL] 
PRODUCED BY O OLSEN, S POLINSKI

SPIRITS OF MY LAND 
K SIMPSON • P KELLY • L BENNETT • R CARTER

[MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL, MUSHROOM MUSIC AUST., WARNER CHAPPELL WORLD]
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON

Biami nyini woka damuga
Lilima nyini woka damuga nahgarna
Yaka damanmu biami nyini woka
Yaka damanmu biami nyini na
Damnanan bayiya galyan
Dangin damna lilma
Deyuwenerk nhurran yalka
Bayiya galyan damnanan bayiya

I can hear singing upon the night wind
Feel my hair rising, pushing up my skin
At the crossroads Legba’s waiting
Calling, calling all those from long ago, calling
All those whose names I’ll never know
The dust of their bones belong to their children

Down from the mountains straight to the shoreline
Across the desert through the trees whispering
On the edges of your cities 
Under your bridges, inside your chambers 
They’re singing a song won’t be denied 
The dust of their bones belong to their children

The spirits of my land are older than time
The bones of my land are older than memory
Come dance with the spirits of my land
Come dance with the spirits of the dreamtime
They’re singing a song won’t be denied 
The dust of their bones belong to their children
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RARA
K SIMPSON • O OLSEN 

[MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL POLYGRAM MUSIC PUBLISHING]
PRODUCED BY O OLSEN, K SIMPSON 

TAMBOYE
S POLINSKI • K SIMPSON • G SKINNER

[CONTROL, MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL, CONTROL] 
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON

GEDE
A PERIERA • K SIMPSON 

[CONTROL, MANA MUSIC–WARNER CHAPPELL]
PRODUCED BY S POLINSKI, K SIMPSON, R PERIERA

Gede takes my lover 
Gede drinks rum with strangers
Gede with your top hat 
Gede it does not fall 
Gede with eyes in both worlds
Gede drinks rum with strangers
Gede takes my lover’s head 
Gede he’s drinking rum with strangers 
Gede with eyes in both worlds 

Gede caresses the wounds 
Gede heals all the wounds 
Gede with eyes in both worlds
Gede healing all the wounds
Gede with your top hat 
Gede drinks rum with strangers
Gede healing all the wounds 
Gede Gede Gede
Ayi bobo

Gede with your top hat 
Gede it does not fall
Gede with eyes in both worlds
Gede caressing the seed 
Gede caresses the wound
Gede with your top hat
Gede it does not fall 
Gede take my lover’s head
Gede takes my lover’s head 
He’s drinking rum with strangers 

Gede ou te pran nom dous mwen
l’ap bwe wohm avek etrange-yo
avek je-yo nan de monde
Gede ou te pran nom dous mwen
L’ap gueri tout blesu-yo
Li karese grenn yo andedan'm
Li gen meme yon chapo-wo
E li p’ap tombe
Meci Gede Ai bobo

Gede pretend mon amant
Gede boit du rhum avec des inconnus
Gede avec son haut de forme
Gede le porte fièrement
Gede a un oeil dans chaque monde
Gede boit du rhum avec des inconnus
Gede envoute mon amant
Gede boit du rhum avec des inconnus
Gede a un oeil dans chaque monde

Gede caresse les blessures
Gede guérit toutes les blessures
Gede a un oeil dans chaque monde
Gede guérit toutes les blessures
Gede avec ton haut de forme
Gede boit du rhum avec des inconnus
Gede guérit toutes les blessures
Gede Gede Gede
Ai bobo

Gede avec ton haut de forme
Gede qui ne tombe pas
Gede a un oeil dans chaque monde
Gede caresse les graines
Gede caresse les blessures
Gede avec ton haut de forme
Gede qui ne tombe pas
Gede envoute mon amant
Boit du rhum avec des inconnus

Ayi bobo/ Ai bobo: An expression similar to
‘amen’ or ‘hallelujah!’

Black Cat Powder: Used in New Orleans to attract
good fortune/luck or to cause misfortune.

Crossroads: The cross is of major significance
in Vodou. The central point is seen as the
intersecting point through which the visible
world meets with the invisible. It is through this
point that the Lwa descend into the physical
world and manifest themselves, and where
humans may ascend into the other world.

St Louis Cemetery #1: In New Orleans the
cemeteries are numbered, e.g. St Louis
number one, St Louis number two, etc.
St Louis number one is where the graves of
the most notable Vodou practitioners –
such as the first Marie Laveau – are located.

Congo Square: Located in what is now Louis
Armstrong Park, Congo Square is where 
New Orleans’ slaves congregated on Sundays.
Unheard of elsewhere in the United States,
plantation owners of the city gave their slaves
a short period of rest on the Sabbath. Under
the gaze of owners – who were amused by
their perceived ‘childlike’, ‘primitive’ ways –
and hidden in the guise of harmless
pleasantries, slaves passed on their culture
and spiritual beliefs to their young through
dance and song. Thus, their heritage was
preserved.

Crescent City: Nickname for New Orleans.
The city is built around a crescent-shaped
bend in the Mississippi River.

Dr John: A Vodou priest practising in New
Orleans in the 1800s, reputed to have had
incredible powers of healing. He was also
famed for his abilities in drumming, and was
said to have had red and blue tribal tattooed
lines on his face.

Dragon’s Blood: Red ink used for writing.

Four Thieves Vinegar: Has effect of driving
someone or something away, amongst other
uses.

Elysian Fields / Desire/ Piety: A reference to
the mystical Elysian Fields and streets in New
Orleans. In conversation, natives of the city
drop the street, avenue, etc. from the address.
So ‘Desire Street’ becomes plain old ‘Desire’.

Goofer Dust: Dust taken from a grave or
graveyard.

Gris Gris: A small bag containing roots, herbs,
oils, bones, hair or fingernails, etc. Made by a
Manbo or Oungan, it is used as a charm or
talisman, usually to protect or heal the user.

Hoodoo: New Orleans slang –
interchangeable for Voodoo.

Oungan: Vodou priest

Hurricane: In ‘Seven Sisters’, refers to the
famous New Orleans ‘Hurricane’ cocktail – 
a potent blend of light and dark rum.

Immamou: In Agwe’s vévé, this Arabic word
appears inscribed on the side of his boat.
A loose translation of the word is holy or 
holy one.

Ju ju: A lighthearted colloquialism in New
Orleans for magic or voodoo. Someone
‘putting a little Ju ju on you’ is taken to mean
putting a hex or spell on you.

Lagniappe: New Orleans phrase used to
denote ‘a little something extra for free’ or ‘on
the side’. Origins may be from French market
traders who would give their customers an
extra piece of fruit or scoop of rice to maintain
their custom.

Lwa: The spirits. Also known as ‘mystères’, or
‘Lè Mistè’ (mysteries).

Manbo: Vodou priestess.

Maman: Mother.

Mojo: see Gris Gris

Pakèt Kongo: A larger version of the Gris Gris
bag, or a tightly bound package, usually
contains quite potent ingredients. Noted for 
its strong powers, it is used as protection
from illness or evil spirits.

Root Doctor: A Vodou priest or priestess who
works particularly with roots or herbs.

Santeria: African Fetish practices 
transformed into Vodou in Haiti, while in 
Cuba they evolved with a more Latin
influence, resulting in Santeria.

Seven African Powers: A group of seven
spirits, usually listed by their Cuban names;
Olofi, Obatala, Yemaya, Ochun, Chango,
Orula, Ogou and Elegua. Their candles, oils,
and powders are used to ensure protection.

St Jude Oil: St Jude is the patron Saint of
impossible causes. Widely respected and 
prayed to in New Orleans, this oil, green in
colour, is used to anoint candles lit in his honour.

Vévé: Ritual symbol representing an attribute
of the Lwa used to invoke them. Usually
drawn in cornmeal on the ground or floor in
ceremonies.

Vodou (Voodoo/Hoodoo/Voudoun):
Originating from a Fon word meaning ‘spirit’.
Fon was one of the languages spoken in the
West-African kingdom of Dahomey – also
known as part of the Slave Coast – from
where many slaves where taken. Now, the
word is used to describe Haitian religion,
although Vodou practice also includes
elements of healing, philosophy, social 
mores, and justice.

glossary



songs of the

spirits
LÉGBA (pronounced: Leg-baa) 

Papa Legba is the major male Lwa of the Vodou pantheon. The universal
translator, it is his permission that must always be asked first to 
‘Open the Gates’ and allow the Lwa to transcend. Thus seeking Legba’s
approval and presence this track, loosely based on related West African
and Haitian rhythms, begins the album. Aligned with the sun, he is old 
and wise and looks over all his children. His colours are red and black 
and he has a fondness for rum, tobacco and bones.

SPIRITS OF AFRICA (for Damballah Wedo and Ayida Wedo) 

This song is for Damballah Wedo and Ayida Wedo, the creators, the
ancient origins of life, male and female. The song began on Valence St,
Uptown, New Orleans with Norman Caesar and I digging for lyrics and
grooves that would explain the history and significance of the Sunday
slave meetings in Congo Square. Slaves with nothing but their voices,
hands and great strength passed on their African culture to their children.
Tajee Quilens provided a backdrop of percussive ideas, then Jason Neville
dropped by to improvise vocal sections. Back in Melbourne, Simon Polinski
and a myriad of Melbourne musicians provided the finishing touches.

ISLAND OF SALVATION (for Ogou) 

Based on a discussion with Oungan Shane Norris about how the Botanica
on Piety St New Orleans was named. The shop, selling Vodou and Santeria
supplies, is situated in the 9th Ward – surrounded by desperation and
crime. It was thought that a place of spiritual refuge was required, a place
where anyone of any faith could find respite. Thus the Island of Salvation
Botanica was born. Manbo Sallie Ann Glassman, along with Oungan Shane
and members of the local community, conducted a ritual in the streets
asking the Lwa to protect them from crime. Subsequently the crime rate 
in the area dropped by 19%. This song is dedicated Ogou, the protective
warrior Lwa.

7 SISTERS (for Dr John and Marie Laveau) 

A tribute to the swamp style of New Orleans Hoodoo music. Written from
stories passed on by Oungan Shane. Although they are said to have hailed
from the Algiers side of the river, this tale of the legendary ‘Seven Sisters’
is set in the 9th ward. In the tradition of the Crescent city’s great ‘Roots
Doctors’, these sisters each had a potion for putting one to sleep, from
insomnia to eternal rest.

LASIRÈN (pronounced: Lasee-when) 

Lasirèn appears as the mermaid, the patron Lwa of singers. She knows the
secrets from the depths of the sea and, being half human, she also knows
the secrets of the land. Through being in possession of such great
knowledge and wisdom, Lasirèn commands utmost respect which she
rewards with wisdom or wealth. One must beware though not to fall prey
to her ‘Siren song’ and drown into the depths of the sea or emotions.
Lasirèn is associated with the sacred music of Vodou rituals. Her colour 
is blue and her offerings sea shells, pearls or a song.

AGWE (pronounced: Ag-way) 

Agwe is the Master Lwa of the sea. He ensures travellers safe passage
through their physical or spiritual journeys. This song asks guidance from
Agwe through the journey of life, which is likened to a journey across the
waters of the ocean. The sea assumes great significance, as in its depths
lies ‘Ginen’, the Vodou heaven where all souls reside. Agwe’s offering is
traditionally a small raft intricately decorated with vévés upon which is
placed food and drink for him and his guests. The raft is then set out to
sea. His colours are white and blue.

ERZULIE/ EZILI (pronounced: Ur-zoo-lee / Ur-zil-lee)

Erzulie or Ezili is the major female Lwa. Aligned with the moon and its
mystique, she represents all the positive and negative aspects of love and
emotion. According to tradition, the Lwa reside in the watery depths
between the glass and the back of a mirror. Here Erzulie is being asked 
to assist as we mature and to celebrate womanhood. Erzulie is fond,
amongst other things, of champagne, chicken and perfumes, her colours
are pink and white.

ALL THE WAY (for the Marassa) 

Norman Caesar wrote the core of this song after hearing of the plight 
of Haitian people. Whether it be Haiti, the USA or Australia, people of 
every colour and faith continue to struggle for their rights and freedom.
The song is dedicated to the Marassa, the divine infant twins who are
more ancient and wise than the Lwa. They represent amongst other 
things duality and regeneration. For my daughter Liryca, and Liryc Housey
– the godson of Norman and myself – in the hope that in their lifetimes
they see a world more tolerant and peaceful than today’s.

SIMBI (pronounced: Sim-bee) 

Simbi is the Lwa of communication and all things flowing, from water to
electricity. He is also the patron of magicians. Portrayed as a snake, which
represents the highest form of knowledge, Simbi resides in the waters 
of the mirror, rain, rivers, streams and springs. In the USA he is also
associated with electricity and communications tools such as computers.
Simbi’s colour is green and his traditional offering is yam. The song 
segues into an ode to the watery aspect of Simbi – Simbi Dlo.

SPIRITS OF MY LAND (for the Ancestors) 

A call in Yorta Yorta (an Australian Aboriginal language) and English to the
Lwa to join the Aboriginal spirits in assisting the plight of the people of
Australia. The song begins with Oungan Shane Norris telling the ounsis of
Edgar Jean Louis that I am from Australia, through translator Michel Florvil
Junior at their ounfor in Port au Prince.

Like gospel music to African Americans, Vodou is closely linked to Haiti’s
struggle for freedom. There are many similarities between the spiritual
beliefs and the struggles of the Haitian, American and Australian people.
In Tasmania and Haiti, as with some American Indian tribes, native
populations were totally annihilated within a few years of invasion.
In Haiti, slaves fought and won their revolution calling on the great powers
of the Lwa to assist them. In the USA the Indians and slaves fought long
and bitter struggles before winning some rights. To the great shame of
Australians of all backgrounds, here in Australia Aboriginal people are 
still fighting for land rights.

Singer and songwriter, Lou Bennett, asked her elders of the Yorta Yorta
nation for permission to translate the song lyrics. Lou’s cousin Rodney

Carter then translated the lyrics into Yorta Yorta and Lou kindly sang them.
The Yorta Yorta Nation resides in an area of the Echuca, Barmah State Forest
region of North Central Victoria.

This song is dedicated to Paul Prior, a great musician who died in inner-city
Melbourne during the early 80s. Later, the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
deaths in custody found amongst other things, that during incarceration he
had been forced to eat his own excrement.

RARA (pronounced: Ra-ra) 

Rara is the Haitian version of carnival or Mardi Gras. Unlike its counterparts
which end as Lent begins Rara parades are held in the week leading up to
and throughout Easter. Lead by drummers and bamboo horn players, the
bands dance and sing through the streets. As with the nature of carnival,
Rara is a time of celebration but can also be intense, manic and dangerous.

GEDE/GUEDE/GHEDE (pronounced: Ged-day) 

Gede is the Master of the cemetery. He is the Lwa concerned with sex,
death and the healing of children. As guardian of the dead he is also the
wise keeper of history and heritage. In Haitian cemeteries, one must make
an offering at his cross and seek Gede's permission before entering the land
of the dead. Often misrepresented as an evil figure, Gede makes ribald fun 
of the serious matters of life, death and sex, thereby making them easier to
deal with. Gede is depicted with a top hat, Masonic suitcoat, apron and 
dark glasses with one lens missing, so he can keep watch on both this and
the underworld.

Although Gede has intense and daunting characteristics he is a great
teacher, protector and healer. Gede’s colours are black and purple.
He is very fond of rum and cigars. The lyrics and rhythm of the song 
are an interpretation of the Gede’s Banda tunes.

TAMBOYE (pronounced: Tam-boo-yea) 

Traditionally, during ceremonies, respects are paid to the drums and
drummers. The vibrations they create are seen as a path upon which the Lwa
can travel. The chant calls the drummers to wake the sun with their song.


